
As we read Parshat Nitzvavim on this Shabbat, the last one of this year 5781, we must 
acknowledge how appropriate Moses’s words were for those who were listening to him 
at that time; the generation that was part of Mount Sinai and the same generation that 
was about to enter the Promised Land. 
 
We would be remiss if we did not acknowledge how appropriate these words are for us 
today! And this is what makes any teaching relevant; when the value of the teaching 
outlives those who were involved at the time when the teaching was imparted and is still 
meaningful to generations to come. 
 
Moses’s teachings are eternal. They were relevant then; they are even more relevant 
today. 
 
We read as part of Nitzavim: 
“Behold, I place before you today life and good and death and evil…I call on Heaven and 
Earth to witness to you that I have set before you life and death, the blessing and the 
curse-choose life!” (Deuteronomy 30:15-19) 
 
In connection with these verses, Rabbi Yitz Greenberg offers a very eloquent insight. 
Rabbi Greenberg says: “To live up to the covenant, every individual needs to live 
consciously. People must size up every situation before acting, ascertain the mix of good 
and evil and shape the act to maximize elements of life and minimize elements of 
death.” 
 
The first component of Rabbi Greenberg’s teaching is the fact that, as Jews, we must live 
up to the covenant. We have the standards of our lives very well demarcated. We must 
live our lives, make our decisions, based on and according to a Sacred Covenant. This 
Sacred Covenant is based on Torah! 
 
This is the time of the year when, through introspection, self-evaluation and frankness, 
we make decisions about how to bring us back to the covenant in those particular areas 
where we feel that we have missed the mark. 
 
And Rabbi Greenberg reminds us that no act is totally good or totally bad. If that would 
have been the case, decisions would be so much easier. As part of this process, we need 
to ascertain the mix of good and evil of each one of our acts, and, in each case, shape the 
act to maximize elements of life and minimize elements of death. 
 
This is my prayer and my blessing at the beginning of this new year; that we ‘return’ to 
the values of the Sacred Covenant which was first established at Mount Sinai. For all of 
us, for our Holy Congregation and for each one of us individually, may we renew our 
efforts to, at every step of the way, choose LIFE! 
 
Shabbat Shalom and Shanah Tovah uMetukah! May this be a year of health and 
reconciliation. 
 
Rabbi Eliseo D. Rozenwasser 


